
S–122–English (D&D)No. of Questions – 28

No. of Printed Pages – 07

SECONDARY (D & D) EXAMINATION, 2019

ENGLISH

Time : 4¼ Hours

Maximum Marks : 80

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO THE EXAMINEES :

1) Examinees must write first their Roll Nos. on the question paper.

2) All questions are compulsory.

3) Write answer to each question in the given answer-book only.

4) For questions having more than one part the answer to those parts must
be written together in continuity.

5) Write the correct serial number of each question as mentioned in paper.

6) Read the instructions given for each section and questions and follow
them.
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SECTION - A
(READING)

Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:

Passage-I-It happened some fifty years ago. Ramu was in the fifth standard

at the government school Kambelpur, now called Atak. One day, he went to

school with four rupees in his pocket to pay the school fees and fund. When he

reached school he found that the teacher who collected the fees, Master Gulam

Mohammad, was on leave and so the fees would be collected the next day. All

through the day the coins simply sat in his pocket, but once school got over and

he was outside, they began to speak.

One coin said. "What are you thinking about? Those fresh, hot Jalebis

coming out of the Kadhao in the shop over there, they are not coming out for

nothing. Jalebis are meant to be eaten and only those with money in their pocket
can eat them".

1) Where did Ramu study? [2]

2) How many rupees did he have in his pocket? [2]

3) Name the teacher who collected the fees? [1]

4) Why did he take money to school? [1]

5) Who can eat Jalebis? [1]

Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:-

Passage II - In the north west of undivided India, near Peshawar, there was

the ancient and famous university of Taxila. This university was particularly noted

for science, especially medicine and the arts and people went to it from distant

parts of India. The Jalaka stories are full of instances of sons of nobles and Brahmins
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travelling, unattended and unarmed to Taxila to be educated. Probably students

came also from central Asia and Afghanistan as it was conveniently situated. It

was considered an honour and distinction to be a graduate of Taxila. Physicians

who had studied in the school of medicine were highly thought of and it is

related that whenever Buddha felt unwell his admirers brought to him a famous

physician who had graduated from Taxila.

6) Where was the university of Taxila situated? [2]

7) What was it noted for? [2]

8) What was considered an honour and distinction? [1]

9) How can you say that physicians from Taxila were highly thought of? [1]

10) What are the Jataka stories full of ? [1]

SECTION - B
(WRITING)

11) Imagine that you are Alok / Alka, a student of class X. Your father has been
transferred to Jaipur. Write an application to your Principal requesting him to issue
your transfer certificate. [5]

OR

Imagine that you Reshma / Ramesh studying in Govt. Senior Secondary School,
Jalore. Write an application to the Principal of your school requesting him or her to
grant you three days' leave as you want to attend your sister's marriage. [5]
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12) Write a short paragraph in 50 words on the given topic:- [4]

A picnic

OR

My School

13) Write a story with the help of given outlines in 50 - 60 words. [5]

A lion ______ lives ______ jungle ______ sleeps ______ a mouse ______
comes ______ begins ______ jump ______ body ______ wakes up ______
catches mouse ______ wants to kill ______ requests ______ leaves ______
promises ______ helps ______ a net ______ cuts ______ free ______ happy.

OR

A fox ______ hungry ______ here and there ______ in search ______
food ______ goes ______ grapes ______ bunch ______ ripe ______ sweet
______ water ______ comes ______ mouth ______ wants ______ eat ______
very high ______ can't reach ______ jumps ______ in vain ______ sad ______
grapes ______ sour ______ goes away. [5]

SECTION - C
(GRAMMAR)

14) Write opposite meaning of the following words:-

i) Tall ii) Poor

iii) Care ful iv) high

v) Hot vi) near [6 × ½ = 3]

15) Write the words opposite in gender of the following words:-
i) Girl ii) Tiger

iii) Sister iv) Female

v) Mice vi) Prince [6 × ½ = 3]
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16) Write number of the following words:-

i) ox ii) cow

iii) thief iv) man

v) tomato vi) child [6 × ½ = 3]

17) Fill in the blanks with correct articles - a, an, the :- [1 × 3 = 3]

i) I have ________ one rupee note.

(a) a (b) an (c) the (d) none

ii) My uncles is ________ M.A.

(a) a (b) an (c) the (d) none

iii) Sita is ________ tallest girl in our class.

(a) a (b) an (c) the (d) none

18) Choose the correct form of the verb :- [1 × 3 = 3]

i) He never ________ a lie.

(a) tell (b) tells (c) telling (d) will tell

ii) Ram ________ going to market at present.

(a) have (b) has (c) is (d) will

iii) Shilpi ________ a film yesterday.

(a) seen (b) saw (c) see (d) will see
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SECTION - D

(TEXT BOOK QUESTIONS)

19) Choose the correct alternative :-   [1 × 5 = 5]

i) Who was the mother of Jambaji?

(a) Hamsa Devi (b) Ramsa Devi

(c) Amrita Devi (d) Ramila Devi

ii) Whom did Swami bit in the night?

(a) a moster (b) a cook

(c) a tiger (d) a burglar

iii) The king was full of ________.

(a) wisdom (b) emotions

(c) fancies (d) good manners

iv) Rashida's kite was different because it ______.

(a) sang (b) danced

(c) played (d) jumped

v) How old was Sameer?

(a) fourteen years (b) fifteen years

(c) sixteen years (d) seventeen years

20) Write 'T' for true and 'F' for false statement :- [1 × 5 = 5]

i) The Book that saved the Earth is a drama. [      ]

ii) Pen is mightier than the sword. [      ]

iii) Prayer does not bring any inward peace. [      ]

iv) Hari Singh took a new name every month. [      ]

v) Griffin was not a scientist. [      ]
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21) Match the following words in column 'A' with column 'B' :-  [1 × 5 = 5]

A B

(i) efficacy (a) supreme

(ii) egotism (b) sleep

(iii) vital (c) shake

(iv) slumber (d) producing desired results

(v) stir (e) practice of talking about oneself

Answer the following questions in not more than 20-30 words each :-

22) What did the gentleman give to the thief ? [3]

23) Whom does the writer call uncivilized?  [3]

24) How can we remain mentally well?  [3]

25) What was the complaint of Babuli's mother in her letter to him? [3]

26) Why was Bholi sent to school?  [3]

27) Where did the narrator first meet Private Quelch? [3]

28) Write a short speech in about 60 words on the importance of "Traffic Lights". [4]
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